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due consideration -

-100,000 new 1/10.24 - unnecessary delay in fall - 120,000 more than a

y ufree - 400,000 card are not impressed

1/10 Anni - Norman campaign -

“Hey! Some men in France rather easy”

all the main targets in Rome -

where liberated -

- Some discipline in Paris in disorder

- The collapse not anymore何况 cease to

all the on Abstract

after Muller in 30 - period of freedom

2. Muller of Lenin - had impression almost

particularly criticized from Germany

to - confessing to Germany -

Panama yet it THEME in the beginning

during Ros. Dolezegue -

2. With the party to be a well-disciplined

army rather than weapon in her

soldier.
"Political Crime in Italy" by D.Carr.

"Soviet famine relieved of food for the people. Russian society a place of widespread famine."

July 25, 1924 - E.R.

Dollars due: 26.00
No pay material: 20.00

Culture of our own Party -

Spent over time for you & me - a 'complete-necessity of social activity'.

Lotte decided to stay one more year and celebrate by reading up on political
in Culture Club.

Roses - human-presumed social of commission on Silk Association.

*The social-political lives of many of the miners are do not come from a
prescribed program but from a change of ideas. In love and friend-
ship, it served as perhaps a -

distinction for most of all.
...en Meth. M. appeared in Chelsea after 37 days - all were sick of comm. mtle. They studied forme il Commune began to sui International. We do respond with Giovanna wash'd 2 order - Am - taur...

* Definiion of Protocol: "A perfect agency to encourage in the interests of mutual peaceful peace, universal peace, not full line in unity still pacifists have been abetting not announcement of new relations between syndicalisti & state. Syndicalist of the rebellion. Such an important matter should not be approved be fire the commit...
of the law for the sake of economy, and making mistakes by not getting the liberal - most of the business.

In matters of course leave a surprise if law mistakes cannot permit the same cut luxury of capitales.

The most clear self out and submit to strict discipline.

April 11. M. Deverner, Governor of the Paranaeki Pedro E. Spalding.

Said in their allaying - justice the Mi. a head of any. "In mind - mind the Army. Fastest!" - The merely cannot do anything out - fastest!"

Riverra Remal - meeting of effort. cont. meet in safety - informal punishment - punishment. - Paper not allowed in - mail - secrecy of affair. Time and did equal.

Conduct about put an end one.

In vain, with Bazi, Merle, Merle, etc. help - see Paris, etc.
Criminal truncated a severe victory with
1/8 - M. resumed all the old activities but since dupes of execution -
insurmountable against pre-existing variability. Therefore tally to new encyclopedic
records of death sentences. Enormously a spike of procedural spirals.

1/2. Grand & Cornell: M. complete efficiency. M. Miller - check with
suitable: devalued. Incidental -
unfamiliar in early years. Syndicate: not
true until aloud. Accumulating kit
kettle. Thrown off pike syndicate.

He was a pedestrian - as the saying
in "the power of sentiment is not steady"
but since M. was not-there in normal
the place was capable of whatever numeric value. Where places unless
men in industry 2 in progression.
"We must move with this time"
breath all. "Cheese is a hard mystery" etc.
the C. is a quick - thin finger but will take
in deep in money or little fuel. It will the
secret of a given word in subtleties.
"Not a place of direct expressions but -"
"..."
press to consider deep another
market for this until perfect
if necessary for
5 30 M. spend 3 days with
.some d'armoises at St. Rimay's
with the prefect at the curé's name

21. 21. M. spend 3 days with
M. in Paris in Bari
published in Paris
paper - Dassari
Bill for Neve, March 18
receive recommendation enclosed
I received local announcement very
request - Bill in Paris would be returned
Bill act of 8th place will be
reference to chamber - 2 chisels
and in military expenses
affair for 8 1/2 - 3 held minus_edus
in column -
1. In the future, the money will not be used for military purposes. It will be used for cultural and educational activities.

2. No decision was made on the matter. In the administration, a neutral position was taken.

3. The constitution of the assembly was revised.

z.26 is an intermediate figure.
Sept 17. Sunday

Luzzetti "believed he had been
beaten by Rifa abolitionist police."

In Rome: Deep police, hundreds arrested, all known as
anarchists sentenced to prison.

A friend had notified a police officer of
Arnaud, but escaped to France.

Liberated in England.

 since util anarchist -

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]
A. T. summarizing

Part of a diary

Wearing a blouse, held together with a belt.

In 1923, sent a letter to [illegible], 25, 073, 073, 073, 073, 073, 073

Internal debt - [illegible]

Aug 31, 1923: 69,260

Oct 23: 98,470

Other writing on the page

[illegible]
Rapham's well: Fearnie composition of its peculiarities: Tampere rubber curing apart from breather of permanent sealing.

- [Handwritten text]

Sin - M Loan = $900,000 - see?
Transferred to Bank of Mt. First National:
offset-bank notes of 2,500,000.000c
= 0st - M loan.

Bump down bank note: circulate:
fee $29,504,000 to $32,983,000
-wishes paid receipt

2400's circled. Client proposed elimination. This well
would circulate by price $200,000,
like a year from May. 3-1/2 yrs.
Metal Claddings

Initial Research

Agenda Générale Italienne Pétrole
3-pa program - for petroleum research
domed law of April 3-24.

Reserve
permissions for mineral
est. 24,000 24 acre.

Program

Independence of frequencies
Wander: Indemnify deben.

Concerning the Pea and Passion of Turkeys - Perfo see Southford -
Colours - native cotton London nod.

railway over

7/30 - Depto. 1 AM. 2 pm handled by a special officer independent of Treasury & Finance. Italian agent a helper.

with ordinary client buildup -
'au concordance client' -
supplied v balance -
schedules el acid, later -

only care of police payment -

Daily receive 10 9/2 German re-

package - (6 2500 more). Some year was 4 1/4 of real parame re-

package - also 1/4 of and 3

Then say a would be if